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Address ECOSOIL Holding GmbH 
Laugkfeld 29 
01968 Senftenberg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Rehabilitation, Decontamination of scrap material 
Fundamentally clean soil & water

New areas are declared open for industrial or domestic construction every day. But at the same time a high amount of contaminated real estate is set-
aside in first-class location that must be redeveloped. ECOSOIL has gathered know-how and many years of experience in rehabilitation of material in
order to prepare the soil for innovators. One of the most important tasks concerning rehabilitation of material is cleaning the soil and protection of
ground-water. Depending on the kind of pollution of the soil - biological or thermal, ECOSOIL realises different methods for cleaning the soil in a large
technical and professional way.

When pollutants enter the soil, often the ground-water is contaminated. ECOSOIL offers a modular combination of plants at low expenditure that can
be adjusted according to the amount of water, degree of pollution and duration of renovation.
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